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Abstract—This paper mainly has conducted the research to the incentive problem in modern enterprise management, which is based on Maslow's theory of needs. This paper firstly gives a brief overview of the Maslow's needs theory, and then carries on the analysis to the knowledge workers from the two aspects of the concept and characteristics. We studied on the deficiencies and current of Chinese enterprise knowledge staff motivation system in detail and then analysis the application value of Maslow theory of needs. Finally, the coping strategies and the problems should be paid attention to were studied on Maslow's needs theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial society is the most important resources in the capital, and knowledge is the most important resource in the knowledge society. Into the era of knowledge economy, the enterprises in information and knowledge-based society environment, facing a sharp increase of knowledge and information, creative, abounds change, unpredictable knowledge-based work will be the work of the new economy the main form. Competition among enterprises, knowledge creation, use and value-added, reasonable allocation of resources, and ultimately depend on the carrier of knowledge, knowledge workers, the implementation, naturally, as a carrier of knowledge, the knowledge workers in the enterprise more and more important role, become an important part of enterprise value, quantity, quality and values of the knowledge-type employees will be enterprise in the fierce competition in the key factor for success.

II. SUMMARY OF MALLOW'S DEMAND THEORY AND KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

A. Summary of mallow's hierarchy

Marlow (Abraham Maslow, 1908-1908), was born in brookline, New York, a famous American social psychologists, personality theorists and comparative psychologist. Was elected chairman of the American psychological Association in 1967.

Marlow's theory of human needs into physiological needs, security needs, social demand, respect the needs and self-actualization needs five levels, from low level to high level steps in turn:

1) **Physiological needs.** The minimum requirements for a person to maintain their own survival, mainly including eat, drink, clothing, shelter and transportation requirements.

2) **Security requirements.** Including the personal safety and property safety, life stability, demand from the pain, threat, or illness. Marlow believes that the organism is a pursuit of security mechanism. For general employees, safe and stable income, medical insurance, unemployment insurance and pension and other security requirements of compensation factor.

3) **Social demand (need).** Including the demand for friendship, love and belonging. When the physiological needs and safety needs are satisfied, these requirements will be highlighted, which produce incentive effect.

4) **Respect the demand.** Respect needs include derogatory sense of achievement and self value realization. Marlow believes that respect needs are met, can make the person is full of confidence to
oneself, to work with enthusiasm, to experience the value of my own living.

5) **Self-actualization needs.** This is the highest level of demand, the realization of personal ideals, aspirations and reflected the highest level of subjective value, maximum potential. Achieve one's self-realization, problem solving ability, consciousness enhancement, good at independent thinking.

Five kinds of demand from low to high, according to the level gradually. In general, a certain level to satisfy the demand, will be to a high level of development, the pursuit of a higher level of demand is the force of the driving behavior, accordingly, get basic satisfy the demand is no longer a motivating force.

**B. The knowledgeable staff**

1) **The concept of knowledge workers**

American management guru Peter trucker first proposed the "knowledge workers" refers to "master and use symbols and concepts, use knowledge or information work". This article agree with Peter trucker to the knowledge staff, and combining with the characteristics of our employees and defines knowledge staff as the requirements of the job after a long time of education and training, must have higher professional technology and skill of employees, such as finance director and outstanding technical development personnel; Or to have the rich experience and outstanding in the industry management to employees, such as sales manager and general manager of company, etc. Definition of the concept of range determines the research object of this paper.

**III. ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE STAFF INCENTIVE SYSTEM IN OUR COUNTRY PRESENT SITUATION AND THE APPLICATION VALUE OF MARROW’S DEMAND THEORY**

A. **status quo and problems of enterprise knowledge staff incentive system in China**

1) **The development situation of enterprise knowledge staff incentive system in China**

Many enterprises have realized that there is to see the future society is dominated by knowledge society, knowledge staff is enterprise's most important resources, they have a positive start or are taking various measures to motivate knowledge workers, brings out their potential employees, creating rich value for the enterprise. Of course, the enterprise of knowledge staff incentive measures are not perfect, the current main incentives are as follows:

- a) the high cash reward
- b) the rising channel "ranking
- c) a stock ownership plan pay
- d) less informed decision-making
- e) other incentives

B. **At present our country enterprise knowledge staff incentive system of the main shortcomings**

1) **has not realized the particularity of knowledge staff incentive problems**

Knowledge workers are working mainly with knowledge, symbols, they all have the knowledge and traditional staff there is a big difference, at the same time, they demand level is higher, self value realization, job satisfaction, such as demand is strong, therefore necessary to adopt different from general staff incentive measures to meet their different needs. However, in reality, many enterprises in China have no awareness of the different knowledge staff incentive problems, in the management of knowledge workers still adopts the traditional way, with the result that knowledge workers can not get the real motivation and potential can not be effectively mining, also not give full play to their creative and their enthusiasm are, thus, incentives to no avail.

2) **ignore the knowledge staff training and development**
Knowledge economy era, science and technology update speed, the knowledge update cycle is extremely short, at the same time, enterprise competition has become fierce. Therefore, in this context, the knowledge staff to better adapt to competition, realize their own value, it need continuous learning and training, update their knowledge.

In our country, with the development of market economy and the competition, enterprises of our country also started to realize the importance of knowledge staff training, training to them. But from a practical point of view, the enterprise training has such problems as blindly follow suit, the heavy form light result. Some companies to do serious research and analysis before training, so as to make the training pertinence and practicability, divorced from reality. Analysis have been carried out and some enterprise although, but since there is no corresponding training facilities, is often just the form please trainer to the enterprise to carry on the teaching, the training content and often the same way, leading to the tap.

3) the distribution of compensation did not reflect the distribution of human capital

The knowledge economy era, knowledge workers become the most valuable capital, and it has become the consensus of the business community and academia. But because of this consensus is only stay in the old traditional concept, that is relative to the corporate profits, enterprise knowledge staff is only as input factors of production, is the enterprise profit creation tools, rather than as the owner of the company contribution to enterprise, at the same time, also didn't realize that the characteristics of human capital makes it has surplus teilhaberechte, seniority in the salary system of phenomenon is very common, the distribution system was not well reflect the value of knowledge, knowledge structure aging, failed to provide effective for some contribution employees still pay high wages, for young and middle-aged knowledge workers with outstanding contributions did not give and its contribution to match the salary.

C. Maslow's hierarchy of needs for knowledge staff incentive system application value

In maslow's demand theory, the more to a higher level of development, the more reflects the differences in people's overall development level and individual ability. The author thinks that the motive of one labor costs is to meet the demand of five levels, we can "machine" to laborer salary reward is divided into basic salary (physiological, safety requirements), education (respect requirements), title salary (respect requirements), length of service, safety and belonging needs), post salary (social and self value demand) and other different parts. At the same time we also noticed that workers of different jobs, maslow demand at all levels is different, even though the same laborer, at different times, maslow demand at all levels are also different, so, to adjust pay regularly, in order to achieve the purpose of retaining talent for a long time.

Based on maslow's demand theory of salary and compensation management system design, fully embodies the enterprise people-oriented thoughts, reflects the enterprise pay attention to employee personal development and the development of synchronous value, make the staff a sense of belonging, a sense of security, respect, in the end, the author expect as a result, employees in the company on the platform can be maslow's highest level of self value realization.

IV. MARLOW’S DEMAND THEORY OF COPING STRATEGIES AND PROBLEMS THAT SHOULD PAY ATTENTION TO

A. Marlow's demand theory of coping strategies

1) Pay more attention to the training and development of knowledge workers

Enterprise training development cannot only stay in slogans and from stage, should not blindly follow, should be according to their own enterprise knowledge staff's demand for jobs with the corresponding training needs survey. From the source to ensure the usefulness and
targeted training. Secondly, on the basis of the studies of the training, enterprises should choose corresponding training methods and contents, can use a kind of method also can be associated with a variety of methods.

2) To establish a scientific and reasonable performance appraisal system

Performance appraisal is a formal employee evaluation system, it through the system method, the principle to assess and measure the working behavior of employees on the job and working effect, it is the enterprise manages communication between managers and employees is an important activity, the ultimate goal is to improve employee's performance, at the same time of realize the goal of enterprise management, improve employee satisfaction and sense of accomplishment future, eventually achieve "win-win" enterprises and personal development. Scientific and reasonable performance appraisal system are a key link remaining share incentive.

3) Design staff career planning for the future

, career planning refers to the organizations or individuals to personal development and organizational development, combining the decision of personal career personal factors. Organizational factors and social factors were analyzed, and enact related to personal life on the development of strategic ideas and plans. Knowledge-based employees according to their own knowledge, ability and career development needs to design the career development direction and roads, and design and consider themselves engaged in or in the future will be engaged in jobs, positions, for enterprise and individual is of great significance.

V. CONCLUSION

Modern enterprise competition in the final analysis is the talent competition, quality and quantity of human capital in the enterprise and even can control the fate of the enterprise. How to motivate employees, give play to exist employees potential, is the current of each enterprise's concerns. Every employee in the enterprise, the individual has a certain amount of human capital, but on each individual, the knowledge staff has the human capital on the number of beyond the general staff, and the knowledge staff has the basic features of human capital is decided to company, it is important to note, however, between enterprise and knowledge workers is a kind of principal-agent relationship under the condition of asymmetric information, the enterprise is very difficult to implement effective monitoring the process of knowledge staff's work, also not easy to simply work based on the results of its efforts to make the right evaluation, therefore, the knowledge staff's incentive system design is especially important, this incentive system should not only depends on the careful design of economic compensation, should also be dependent on the careful design, the cost is relatively lower than economic compensation, namely for the knowledge staff incentive factors, the fourth level of marrow's hierarchy of needs and fifth levels are particularly important.
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